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Abstract 
In this paper, I discuss and criticise Alan Leslie and his coworkers’ views on the 
ascription of beliefs, desires, and so on, starting with Leslie et al.’s general framework 
for attitude ascription, which is based on a bipartite generate-and-test architecture. 
Then I turn to Leslie’s et al.’s analysis of the avoidance task, which is a variation on the 
standard false-belief task that, according to Leslie et al., provides key evidence in 
favour of their inhibition model of attitude ascription. Against this view, I argue that 
the key data straightforwardly follow from a task analysis, and therefore don’t provide 
evidence for any processing model, be it Leslie et al.’s or anybody else’s. 

 

Introduction 
One of the hallmarks of our species is that we treat each other as having 
propositional attitudes: mental states like believing that pigs have wings, 
wanting to live in Tobago, and so on. Propositional attitudes are relational 
mental states: if Harry believes that pigs have wings, then he stands in a 
certain relationship to the proposition that pigs have wings, viz. he takes it to 
be true; if he would like pigs to have wings, he stands in a different (though 
equally quixotic) relationship to the same proposition, viz. he would like it to 
be true; and so on. 

Propositional attitudes are objects of wonder in all sorts of ways. For one 
thing, we must ask ourselves what they are and what it means to attribute 
them to one another. These are questions philosophers have been grappling 
with for centuries (a turning point in modern times being Frege’s 1892 article). 
For another thing, one should ask when and how attitude ascriptions are made, 
if indeed they are made at all. These questions began to be discussed in 
earnest in the 1970s, first in comparative psychology (Premack and Woodruff 
1978), and somewhat later in developmental psychology (Wimmer and Perner 
1983). 

How are we to say whether a chimpanzee or a child (or an adult human 
being, for that matter) attributes propositional attidudes to others? Pursuing 
suggestions by Bennett (1978), Dennett (1978), and Harman (1978), Wimmer 
and Perner (1978) were the first to employ the false-belief (FB) task for this 
purpose, which in its now-canonical form goes as follows (Baron-Cohen et al. 
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1985). Sally has a marble, which she deposits in Box1, whereupon she exits the 
scene. During her absence, the marble is moved to Box2, thus rendering false 
Sally’s belief that her marble is in Box1. Now the critical question is: “Where 
does Sally believe her marble is?” Wimmer and Perner’s main finding was 
that nearly all three-year olds will point at Box2, and that it is only after their 
fourth birthday that children start pointing at Box1, as any adult will do. In the 
wave of FB studies precipitated by Wimmer and Perner’s study, this result 
has proved to be quite robust. 

However, in the meantime the general picture has become obfuscated 
somewhat by studies reporting that in non-verbal (or “implicit”) experimental 
designs, children well below the age of four seem capable of dealing with 
false beliefs. For example, Clements and Perner (1994) presented three-year 
olds with a story about Sam the Mouse, who isn’t aware that a piece of cheese 
had been moved from Box1 to Box2. The key difference with the standard story 
is that Sam will reappear either from Hole1 (if he is heading for Box1) or from 
Hole2 (if his target is Box2). When asked to predict where Sam would look for 
his cheese, the majority of Clements and Perner’s participants gave the wrong 
answer, but at the same time most of them (over 70%) looked to the right 
location, that is, Hole1. More recently, Onishi and Baillargeon (2004), Surian et 
al. (2007), Southgate et al. (2008), and others have presented evidence that 
even toddlers can perform above chance on non-verbal FB tasks. 

Besides these two key facts (early success at non-verbal tasks contrasting 
with extended failure at verbal ones), the experimental literature has yielded a 
plethora of data charting the development of attitude ascription (see Apperly 
2010 for a recent overview). However, attempts at providing a unified 
explanation of these facts can be counted (quoting Nabokov) on the fingers of 
one maimed hand, notable exceptions being Josef Perner and his associates 
(e.g. Perner 1991) and Alan Leslie and his. It is the latter that this paper is 
about. 

Alan Leslie is the frontman of a band of researchers (henceforth “Leslie et 
al.”), who for three decades have been developing theoretical accounts of 
attitude ascription in general and FB reasoning in particular. Leslie et al.’s 
theories have been highly influential, and have inspired a great deal of 
important experimental work. In the following, I will scrutinise Leslie et al.’s 
most recent views on attitude ascription, and argue that they are seriously 
flawed. The discussion will fall into two main parts. In the first part (Sections 
1 and 2), I will outline and criticise Leslie et al.’s general framework for 
attitude ascription, which is based on a bipartite generate-and-test 
architecture. In the second part (Sections 3 and 4), I turn to Leslie’s et al.’s 
analysis of the avoidance task, which is a variation on the standard FB task 
that, according to Leslie et al., provides key evidence in favour of their 
inhibition model of attitude ascription. 

One cautionary remark before we start. As I mentioned in the foregoing, 
Leslie et al.’s views have been under development for a rather long time, and 
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thus it is hardly surprising that there should be discrepancies between various 
stages of their work. In particular, the “theory of mind mechanism” (or 
“ToMM” for short) that has played a pivotal role at all stages was taken in for 
revision more than once, and in many respects different editions of the ToMM 
are incompatible with one another. It bears emphasising, therefore, that in the 
following our attention will be focused on the most recent version of Leslie et 
al.’s doctrine. 

1. The general framework: generate and test 
The main tenet of Leslie et al.’s general framework is that attitude ascription is 
a process of generate and test, or what Leslie et al. call “selection processing”: 

The Selection Processing account claims that, in belief-desire reasoning tasks, children’s 
main challenge is to select the correct target of the character’s belief or action from 
amongst several plausible candidates. [...] Selection has two stages. First, an unconscious 
“theory of mind mechanism” (ToMM) represents plausible candidate contents for the 
belief or desire to be attributed. Then an inhibitory process selects the most plausible 
candidate. (Friedman and Leslie 2004a: 965) 

Again: 
The basic idea of selection processing is to select the most plausible belief content from 
among a small set of plausible candidates. The candidates are provided by an automatic, 
and possibly modular, process that runs when we attend to the behavior of an agent. This 
automatic process—associated with the theory of mind mechanism (ToMM)—attributes to 
the agent relevant beliefs and desires. (Leslie et al. 2005: 48) 

Hence, if Sally observes that Harry is peeling a banana, for example, her 
ToMM automatically generates a collection of candidate beliefs, desires, 
hopes, and fears that she might want to attribute to him, and subsequently a 
non-modular process kicks in, which selects amongst the candidate attitudes 
shortlisted by the ToMM. 

Leslie et al.’s ToMM has a narrowly subscribed function, it is innate, 
“comes on-line” during the second year of life (Leslie et al. 2004: 531, 2005: 
46), its workings are automatic and unconscious, and it has “a degree of 
neural specialization” (Friedman and Leslie 2004b: 547). Hence, the ToMM 
has most of the characteristics of a mental module in the sense of Fodor 
(1983), and although Leslie et al. are evidently drawn towards the idea that 
that’s what it is, they hedge their bets by saying that the ToMM is “possibly 
modular” (as in the second quote) or “may be modular” (Leslie et al. 2004: 
531). However, even if they decided not to call it a module, it is evident that 
the ToMM would be one in all but name. 

While the ToMM generates a small set of possible attitudes, all of them 
aren’t on a par: some of them may be more salient than others, for instance, 
because they are true. Leslie et al. assume, following a long line of distin-
guished philosophers (e.g. McKay and Dennett 2010), that people have a 
default preference for ascribing true beliefs: 
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A true-belief default is ecologically valid because, at least about mundane matters, 
people’s beliefs usually are true. We can go a little further than this. For a basic belief-
attributing system—one whose business concerns simple everyday beliefs—the true-belief 
attribution ought to be the default. (Leslie et al. 2005: 48)  

Consequently, if Sally wants to ascribe to Harry the belief that pigs have 
wings, she will have to overwrite the true-belief default (assuming she knows 
that pigs are wingless). According to Leslie et al., this is a process of inhibition 
and it is effortful: 

Overcoming the default true-belief attribution is necessary for success on FB problems. 
However, it requires an “executive” selection process to inhibit the default attribution, and 
this selection process is relatively slow to develop. (Leslie et al. 2005: 47)  

This, in a nutshell, is their explanation for the fact that, before their fourth 
birthday, children have a hard time attributing false beliefs to anybody. 

If this is the right way of explaining why two- and three-year olds 
commonly fail the standard belief task, how does Leslie et al.'s model account 
for the fact that even one-year olds succeed on implicit measures of FB 
understanding, as demonstrated by Clements and Perner (1994), Onishi and 
Baillargeon (2005), and others? Leslie et al. (2005: 81) claim that such findings 
“are expected on the ToMM account”, but they don't have an explanation on 
offer. At any rate, it would seem that their model does not account for early 
success on non-verbal FB tasks. For if it is true that the ToMM “comes on-line 
during the second year of life” (Leslie et al. 2005: 46), two-year olds should 
either have the same true-belief bias as three-year olds (if they already have 
the true-belief default heuristic at that age) or they should perform at chance 
level (if they don't).1 Either way, Leslie et al.’s account is disconfirmed by the 
data. It seems to me that this is a serious setback for a theory that puts so 
much emphasis on the innateness of certain aspects of attitude ascription. In 
the following, we will see that there are other problems as well.  

2. How plausible is this as a general model of attitude ascription? 
Before we attend to the details of Leslie et al.’s theory, let us first have a closer 
look at their key idea, which is that attitude ascription is a generate-and-test 
process. How plausible is this assumption? To see that it isn’t very plausible, 
consider some cognitive processes that are likely to involve a generate-and-
test cycle. One example is the resolution of lexical ambiguity. There is strong 
experimental evidence that when the lexical entry of a word like, for example, 
“mouse” is retrieved, all its senses become active momentarily, and are then 
weeded out very quickly, typically leaving only one while the others are 
suppressed (Swinney 1979). Another example is planning a move in a game 
like tic-tac-toe, for example. In this case, the rules of the game impose such 
                                                  
1 Leslie et al. (2004: 532) briefly entertain the possibility that, rather than being part of the 
ToMM, the true-belief default is learned, but in the end they don’t come down in favour of 
either position. 
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stringent constraints that, at any given stage, a player can consider all possible 
moves, and select between them at his or her leisure. 

Lexical disambiguation and tic-tac-toe are good candidates for applying a 
generate-and-test strategy, because in both cases the number of possible 
solutions is relatively small and, more importantly, it is clear how they can be 
generated. The various meanings of a word are collected in its everyday use, 
so in this case generating meanings is a matter of retrieving information from 
long-term memory. Tic-tac-toe is different, for it is unlikely that, any stage of 
the game, possible moves are lying dormant in long-term memory; rather, 
they will have to be computed online by applying the rules of the game. 
However, in neither case is it is particularly difficult to see how the process of 
generating possible solutions might be implemented: very simple models 
readily suggest themselves in both cases. 

What, then, is Leslie et al.’s model for the ToMM? Oddly enough, despite 
the fact that they emphasise the importance of processing models for 
cognitive psychology in general and developmental psychology in particular 
(Leslie et al. 2005: 47), they don’t have one: Leslie et al.’s ToMM is 
characterised entirely in non-functional terms. We are informed, on a case by 
case basis, about the outputs the ToMM is supposed to deliver. We are also 
told that it is innate, that it applies automatically, and so on. But nowhere do 
Leslie et al. explain how it works. In short, “ToMM” appears to be a label for a 
rather hefty promissory note. 

But let’s consider whether the requirements Leslie et al. impose on their 
ToMM are satisfiable at all. Here’s a simple scenario. Sally sees Harry walking 
in the general direction of the window. What would be the possible beliefs 
and desires her ToMM would spontaneously generate? A moment’s reflection 
will suffice to see that there are infinitely many candidates. Harry may believe 
that there is a window; that the window is open; that the curtains are drawn; 
that the curtains have pink stripes; that the view from the window is 
depressing; that pigs have wings; and so on. Similarly, Harry may want to 
open the window; to close it; to draw the curtains; to breathe on the window 
pane and write “Damn, this isn’t working”; to open the window and sing “E 
lucevan le stelle”; and so on. Leslie et al. stipulate that the ToMM only comes 
up with candidate attitudes that are “relevant”, and admittedly not all the 
foregoing items are relevant. But how would the ToMM separate the relevant 
from the irrelevant ones? If the process is an automatic one, as Leslie et al. say, 
then it is anything but obvious how that might be done. The most promising 
suggestion I can think of is that possible attitudes are generated by an 
associative process: since Harry seems to be heading for the window, 
presumably the most relevant candidate beliefs and desires should be related 
to Harry, windows, walking, slippers (if Harry is wearing slippers), and so 
on. Prima facie, this excludes the belief that pigs have wings and the desire to 
sing “E lucevan le stelle”, if not much else. Furthermore, there are possible 
scenarios in which even these attitudes are associated with Harry’s behaviour. 
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For instance, it just might be the case that one of Harry’s favourite pastimes is 
to sing Italian airs by the window. 

The upshot of this argument is that a cognitive faculty that is capable of 
selecting a small and relevant set of propositional attitudes, for any given 
person at any given time, has all the hallmarks of a non-modular process: it 
will require a great deal of world knowledge and plausibility reasoning, and 
be strongly dependent on the context—a far cry from the innate and 
automatic piece of wetware envisaged by Leslie et al. Put otherwise, there is 
no good reason for accepting Leslie et al.’s premiss that attitude ascription is a 
process of first generating a small set of relevant attitudes and then choosing 
between them, because there is no reason to believe that generating such a set 
will be any easier than, or appreciably different from, the process of deciding 
what the person in question believes and wants in the first place. Put yet 
otherwise, it is quite unlikely that attitude ascription could be a generate-and-
test process of the kind demanded by Leslie et al.’s theory. 

3. Attitude ascription and inhibition 
Having discussed the overall setup of Leslie et al.’s theory, let’s have a closer 
look at their story about attitude ascription. We already saw how Leslie et al. 
propose to account for the basic findings with the classical FB task, but the 
theory comes into its own when applied to results of avoidance experiments 
(Cassidy 1998, Leslie and Polizzi 1998, Friedman and Leslie 2004a,b, Leslie et 
al. 2004, 2005), for it is here that all the intricacies of Leslie et al.’s inhibition 
account are brought into play.2 

In the classical FB experiments, the protagonist wants to obtain a target 
object that, unknownst to him, has been moved from one location to another 
(Wimmer and Perner 1983, Baron-Cohen et al. 1985). By contrast, in the 
experimental scenario pioneered by Cassidy and Leslie and his associates, the 
protagonist seeks to avoid the target object. As it turns out, the avoidance FB 
task is significantly harder than the standard FB task: four-year olds that 
succeed on the latter routinely fail the former, and then it takes several years 
until they pass the avoidance FB task as well. 

One instance of the avoidance scenario is Friedman and Leslie’s (2004a,b). 
In their studies, Sally wants to put her hat under one of two boxes, but she has 
seen that a dirty frog crawled under one of them (Box1), and since she wants 
to keep her hat clean, she prefers to avoid that. While Sally has left to fetch her 
hat, the frog decides to relocate and crawls under Box2. Now the critical 
question is, “Where will Sally put her hat when she comes back?” Four-year 
olds that pass the standard FB task typically fail to answer this question 
correctly, claiming instead that Sally will place her hat in the now-empty Box1. 
                                                  
2 Starting with Leslie and Polizzi (1998), Leslie et al. have usually presented and compared 
two distinct inhibition models. In the following, I confine my attention to the model that, 
based on experimental evidence, Leslie et al. themselves have argued for. 
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In order to explain this result, Leslie et al. assume that, in contrast to the 
standard FB task, success on the avoidance FB task requires the orchestration 
of not just one but two modes of inhibition. First, as in the standard task, a 
true-belief default will bias participants to say that Sally believes that the frog 
is in Box2, rather than Box1, where she last saw him. Four-year olds, but not 
three-year olds, manage to inhibit this bias (call it “B-inhibition”), and 
therefore will say, correctly, that Sally believes the frog is in Box1. However, in 
the avoidance scenario, there is an additional complication: in order to decide 
where to put her hat, Sally must first establish where the frog is, so as to avoid 
its box. This, according to Leslie et al., is a second mode of inhibition (call it 
“A-inhibition”), and they claim that, in order for participants to pass the 
avoidance FB task, A-inhibition and B-inhibition should not reinforce each 
other, as one might expect, for that would result in the wrong outcome. 
Rather, they have to cancel each other. Hence, success on the avoidance FB 
task requires inhibition of inhibition, and this is what makes the task so hard. 

There are rather strong reasons for being unhappy with this story. For 
starters, it is rather obvious that the two forms of “inhibition” postulated by 
Leslie et al. are fundamentally different. If it is the case, as Leslie et al. 
suppose, that there is a true-belief default, then it is inevitable that this default 
will have to be overridden in some cases, and this may plausibly be viewed as 
a species of inhibition. However, A-inhibition is something different 
altogether. In order to avoid the frog, Sally will first have to locate it, and then 
shift her attention away from it, and it may be that if Harry attributes to Sally 
the desire to avoid the frog, he will have to model this process, and it may 
even be the case that, in doing so, he too will have to shift his attention away 
from wherever Sally believes the frog to be. But if this involves inhibition at 
all, it is obviously of an entirely different nature than B-inhibition. But this 
raises the question how two forces that are so different could interact with 
each other at all, let alone in the fanciful way envisaged by Leslie et al.; for no 
matter how inhibition is conceptualised, one should expect that multiple 
sources of inhibition result in more inhibition, rather than less, as Leslie et al. 
have to suppose. In brief, there is every reason to be concerned about the 
coherence of Leslie et al.’s concept of inhibition. 

Another way of driving home the same point is by observing that Leslie et 
al.’s analysis slides back and forth between quite different notions of belief 
and desire. At the outset, Leslie et al. accept the standard view that belief and 
desire are propositional attitudes. Thus, for example, the true-belief heuristic 
states that any propositions a person takes to be true are true by default. The 
object of belief is a proposition, and the same goes for desire: to say that Sally 
wants to avoid the frog is just a shorthand for saying that she doesn’t want it 
to become true that her hat is in the same box as the frog. Now, when 
construed in these terms, it makes sense to say that in the avoidance FB task 
(as in the standard FB task), the true-belief default tempts participants to 
assume that Sally believes that the frog is under Box2, rather than Box1, where 
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she last saw it, and it also makes sense to say that this temptation has to be 
resisted. But what is it that Sally wants? Obviously, what she wants is that her 
hat doesn’t end up in the same place as the frog, wherever that may be. This 
attitude is a given from the start, and when asked all participants in Leslie et 
al.’s experiments knew that this is what Sally wants. In this respect, there 
doesn’t seem to be any temptation for the participants to resist. In short, when 
analysed in terms of propositional attitudes, there can only be one form of 
inhibition, and that is the one I dubbed “B-inhibition”.  

How, then, do Leslie et al. arrive at two modes of inhibition, which 
moreover are directed at the same thing? The “trick” is that, in their 
discussion of the avoidance FB task, they quietly drop the notion of 
propositional attitude and replace it with the idea that beliefs and desires 
have what they call “targets”. As Leslie et al. use the term, the potential 
targets in the dirty-frog scenario, for instance, are not propositions, but boxes, 
and this is what allows Leslie et al. to say that the beliefs and desires 
attributed to Sally share the same target: the box that Sally believes to contain 
the frog is the same as the box she doesn’t want to put her hat in. The shift 
from propositions to targets is especially clear in Leslie et al.’s 2005 paper, 
which initially speaks of the (propositional) “contents” of attitudes (p. 50), 
then starts referring to “contents/targets” (p. 51), finally to settle for “targets” 
tout court. But targets are poor substitutes for propositions: since they don’t 
carry information, they cannot do the job that propositions were meant to do.3 

Consequently, as intuitive as it may seem to be at first, Leslie et al.’s 
concept of “target” is a short road to confusion. In order to show this, let’s 
have a closer look at their analysis of the standard FB task, in which the 
protagonist wants to retrieve an object (a marble, say) from one of two boxes. 
Leslie et al. analyse this task as follows. Sally puts her marble in Box1 and 
while she is away it is moved to Box2. Hence, in order to predict where she 
will go to get her marble, Harry will have to suppress his true-belief default, 
which would indicate that she will go to Box2, where the marble actually is. In 
Leslie et al.’s description, this is to say that, initially, Box2 is the salient one, 
but its salience must be inhibited so that Box1 can become salient. What does 
this mean for Sally’s beliefs and desires? Since Leslie et al. assume, crucially, 
that her belief and desire share the same target, what this means that she 
believes that the marble is in Box1 and that she wants to approach Box1. 

                                                  
3 Interestingly, this objection is virtually identical to one raised by Leslie (1994) himself in his 
critique of Wellman’s (1990) “drive theory” of desire:  

Wellman depicts the child as imagining a pair of hands in the other person’s head 
stretched out to an apple, “wanting” the apple. In denying the child the ability to 
represent any proposition-like content as the focus of the desire state, Wellman wishes 
to avoid attributing a propositional attitude notion of desire to the very young child. 
However, his formulation has the unfortunate effect of making the child’s putative 
drive notion almost useless for predicting behavior. (Leslie (1994: 138) 
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Now consider the following avoidance scenario, in which Sally knows that 
there is a frog in Box2, and therefore she doesn’t want to put her hat in that 
box. Leslie et al.’s analysis of this task is practically identical to that of the 
standard FB task. The two stories only differ with respect to the source of 
inhibition that is assumed to be at play: whereas in the standard FB task, B-
inhibition allows the target to shift from Box2 to Box1, in the avoidance 
scenario it is A-inhibition that makes this possible. But both stories culminate 
in a situation in which Box1 is the target. What does this mean in terms of 
Sally’s beliefs of desires? Since the outcome is the same as in the previous 
case, its interpretation must be the same too. That is to say: Sally wants to 
approach Box1 and she believes that frog is in the same box. The first 
prediction is correct, but the second is patently false, for this time around, 
Sally believes that the frog is in Box2. The root of this erroneous prediction is 
evident: it is the assumption that Sally’s belief and desire share the same 
“target”. But this assumption is crucial to Leslie’s et al.’s account of attitude 
ascription. 

4. Task complexity 
Leslie et al.’s main argument for their model of attitude ascription is that it 
explains the data of the avoidance FB task. In the foregoing, I have argued 
that this argument fails for a variety of reasons. However, there is one quite 
basic presupposition that has gone unquestioned so far: Leslie et al. assume, 
as a matter of course, children’s difficulties with the avoidance FB task are to 
be explained by means of a processing model. This presupposition is false, for 
the simple reason that the avoidance FB task is more difficult than the 
standard FB task. 

Suppose we were asked to explain why people find chess more difficult 
than tic-tac-toe. The answer is plain: chess is more difficult than tic-tac-toe. 
There are objective measures for assessing the complexity of a task, and once 
it has been established that one task is harder than another, that will suffice to 
explain experimental data indicating that children (or adults, chimpanzees, 
dolphins, or whatever) master the former earlier, make fewer mistakes with it, 
and so on. As a matter of principle, no processing model will ever be able to 
explain such data, because they are mere reflexes of task complexity. 

Though it is pretty obvious that the avoidance FB task is harder than the 
standard FB task, it may nonetheless be instructive to briefly dwell on the 
extra effort that it requires. In order to solve the avoidance task, Harry needs 
to combine at least the following pieces of information: 

 
1. Sally knows that there are two boxes: Box1 and Box2. 
2. Sally wants to put her hat into one of the boxes. 
3. Sally doesn’t want to put her hat in the box with the frog. 
4. Sally believes (falsely) that the frog is in Box2. 
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The last premiss corresponds with the standard FB task,4 and then there are 
several more required, so it is clear that this form of reasoning is quite a bit 
harder than what is required for the FB task. But then it is utterly 
unsurprising that four-year-old children who pass the standard FB task are 
still struggling with the avoidance version. There is nothing for a processing 
model to explain. 

Friedman and Leslie (2005) seek to defuse this objection, or rather one akin 
to it: 

According to a General Difficulty account, attributing a false belief stresses the child’s 
processing resources nearly to the limit. Behavior prediction requires more resources 
when considering a person with an avoidance desire than a person with an approach 
desire. [...] Because most of the child’s processing resources are already spent in 
attributing false belief, the addition of avoidance desire to the FB task acts as a “last straw” 
that increases the processing resources necessary for success beyond the processing 
resources actually available to the child, sinking performance. (Friedman and Leslie 2005: 
220) 

Friedman and Leslie present the “General Difficulty account” as an 
alternative processing model, and they argue against it by adducing 
additional experimental data, which they claim can only be explained by their 
own model. We will proceed to dissect that argument in a minute, but first I 
need to point out that Friedman and Leslie’s reponse does not address the 
objection I made in the last paragraph. For my point was that processing 
models are irrelevant to the job of explaining why the avoidance FB task is 
harder for children than the standard FB task is, because that explanation lies 
in the fact that the avoidance task is harder simpliciter. Consider games again. 
Given that tic-tac-toe is so much simpler than chess, it is a moral certainty 
that, for just about any player (human or otherwise), the former game will be 
easier than the latter.5 Therefore, just about any processing model of game 
playing is bound to predict that playing chess is harder than playing tic-tac-
toe. (In fact, since tic-tac-toe is trivial, just about any processing model is 
virtually guaranteed to predict that playing chess is much harder.) It is a 
prediction that essentially comes for free. The same holds, mutatis mutandis, 
for the avoidance FB task: just about any processing model of this task is 
bound to predict that it is harder to solve than the standard FB task. Which is 
to say that this datum is irrelevant to the competition between processing 
models. And this is bad news for Leslie et al., since they hold that the 
                                                  
4 This formulation is deliberately vague, because it is not quite true to say that the standard 
FB task is part of the avoidance task, though for our current purposes it is true enough. I will 
return to this point further down. 
5 It is not an absolute necessity though: there are stupid ways of playing tic-tac-toe, and some 
of these will be hard. For instance, a computer program that tries to solve grandmaster-level 
chess problems between every move in a tic-tac-toe game, will find tic-tac-toe hard (at least in 
the sense that it will be slowed down). Still, any method for playing tic-tac-toe that is halfway 
reasonable will be an order of magnitude more efficient than even the poorest chess-playing 
method. 
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principal virtue of their model is that it accounts for this very fact. 
Friedman and Leslie’s argument suffers from other flaws as well, but for 

these we have to go into the details. The argument is based on Roth and 
Leslie’s (1998) discovery of a variation on the true-belief task whose success 
rate in young children is comparable to that of the standard false-belief task. 
In Roth and Leslie’s experiment, a coin was placed under one of three paper 
hats while an actor was present. After the actor had left the scene, the 
experimenter produced a second coin, and asked the child to place it under 
another hat. The critical question participants had to answer was: “When (the 
actor) comes back in, where will she look for a coin?” (Note that the use of the 
indefinite, “a coin”, is somewhat odd in this context. This is an important 
point, and we will come back to it.) Roth and Leslie’s finding was that three-
year olds’ success rates on this task are similar to their success rates on the 
standard FB task. Friedman and Leslie infer from this finding that the partial-
true-belief (PTB) and the standard FB task are equally complex, and it is on 
this premiss that their argument is predicated. 

In Friedman and Leslie’s experimental design, two different avoidance 
tasks were pitted against each other: a FB version (as discussed before) and a 
PTB version. The latter went as follows. Billy wants to put his hat under one 
of two boxes, but he has seen that a dirty frog crawled under one of them, and 
since he wants to keep his hat clean, he prefers to avoid that. While Billy has 
left to fetch his hat, a second frog appears on the scene and crawls under the 
second box. In both conditions, four-year-old children had to answer a control 
question, which was slightly different between the two conditions: 

 
(1) Where does Billy think the dirty frog is?  (FB) 
(2) Where does Billy think a dirty frog is?  (PTB) 

 
The critical question was the same in either case: “Which box will Billy go to 
with his clean hat?” The crucial findings, for Friedman and Leslie’s argument, 
were (a) that the two control questions, (1) and (2), gave rise to the same rate 
of correct answers, and (b) that there were significantly more correct answers 
to the critical question in the PTB condition than in the FB condition. 
Friedman and Leslie interpret these results as follows. The first finding 
implies that ascribing the correct belief to Billy is equally hard in both 
conditions, and since the complexity of this part of the avoidance task is a 
constant, the General Difficulty account predicts that the success rates for the 
critical question should be the same. Friedman and Leslie’s own account, by 
contrast, predicts that the FB-version of the task should be harder, because it 
requires inhibition of inhibition, which the PTB-version does not. Hence, the 
second finding confirms Friedman and Leslie’s inhibition model and 
disconfirms the General Difficulty account. 

This argument is flawed in at least three respects. First, Friedman and 
Leslie’s assumption that success rates are a reliable measure of task 
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complexity is dubious at the best of times. Generally speaking, while task 
complexity is one of the factors that determines how good participants are at 
any given task, there will be other factors as well. Hence, the assumption that 
ascribing the right belief to Billy was equally hard in both conditions is ill-
founded. Secondly, Friedman and Leslie implicitly assume that the standard 
FB task is part of the FB-version of the avoidance task (and analogously for the 
PTB task), and this assumption isn’t warranted, either: in order to solve 
Friedman and Leslie’s avoidance FB task, participants had to decide where 
Billy believes the frog to be; they didn’t have to say where Billy locates the 
frog. The complexity of the standard FB task is determined by at least three 
components: the complexity of interpreting the experimenter’s question, the 
complexity of FB reasoning, and the complexity of verbalising the outcome of 
that process. Clearly, it is only the second component that this task shares 
with the avoidance FB task. Thirdly, there is a marked contrast between the 
probes Friedman and Leslie employed for gauging children’s proficiency with 
FB- and PTB-reasoning: whereas (1) is a perfectly normal sentence, (2) is 
peculiar to the point of being pragmatically infelicitous. In English, as in 
many other languages, the grammatical subject is definite in the vast majority 
of cases. Therefore, while (3) is a perfectly normal sentence, (4) is highly 
unlikely to occur: 

 
(3) Harry is eating a banana. 
(4) A bonobo is eating a banana. 

 
In the test sentences used by Friedman and Leslie, “the/a frog” is the 
grammatical subject of a question. This construction is common enough with 
definites, but exceedingly rare with indefinites. To illustrate how rare it is: 
while, at the time of writing, a Google search with the string “where does he 
think the” yielded 100,000 hits, the string “where does he think a” produced a 
mere six, half of which were generic and therefore did not refer to 
individuals, as in Friedman and Leslie’s PTB-question (2).6 To make things 
even worse, the frog that this question alludes to is the only frog in the context 
that exists for Billy, and therefore the indefinite is doubly infelicitous. In short, 
Friedman and Leslie’s PTB-question is a pragmatic oddity, and this will go at 
least some way to explain why four-year olds found it hard to come up with 
an answer that was appropriate by the experimenters’ lights. Hence, the fact 
that in Friedman and Leslie’s experiment, control items (1) and (2) yielded 
similar rates of correct responses could well be an artifact of the oddity of (2): 
even if the logic of their argument were correct, one of its key premisses 
remains unsubstantiated. 

To summarise, I have argued in this section that the mere fact that the 
avoidance FB task is more complex than the standard FB task preempts Leslie 
                                                  
6 An example of a generic use of the indefinite would have been: “Where does he think 
a safety attitude comes from; the stork?” 
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et al.’s case for their inhibition model. Friedman and Leslie’s critique of the 
“General Difficulty account” skirts this issue, and their experimental evidence 
is inadmissible for a variety of reasons, but most importantly because it 
hinges on unsubstantiated assumptions about the two versions of the 
avoidance task that are being compared, and because Friedman and Leslie’s 
experiment employed a control question that was pragmatically deviant. 

Conclusion 
Having discussed Leslie et al.’s views in some detail, what are the general 
lessons to be learned from the foregoing? I will briefly mention three. To 
begin with, in the first half of this paper, I argued that Leslie et al.’s generate-
and-test architecture is implausible as a general framework for understanding 
how children come to master the art of attitude ascription. It is entirely 
plausible, though, that Leslie et al. are correct in supposing that attitude 
ascription is not achieved by a monolithic cognitive process; there is likely to 
be some divison of labour. But rather than assuming that the job is split into a 
generate and a test phase, as Leslie et al. do, it seems to me that the facts 
suggest that there are several systems, of varying degrees of sophistication, 
which cooperate and perhaps compete with each other in the process of 
interpreting behaviour (cf. Apperly and Butterfill 2009, Apperly 2010). One 
way of viewing the seeming discrepancy between verbal (“explicit”) and non-
verbal (“implicit”) FB tasks is that toddlers deal with the latter using a 
relatively primitive system for perspective taking, which in older children 
competes with a more advanced system that is relatively slow to develop and 
therefore more error prone in its initial stages. 

One of the key assumptions in Leslie et al.’s account of FB reasoning is that 
there is a true-belief default: unless there is evidence to the contrary, we 
assume that a person’s beliefs agree with the facts. Leslie et al. suppose that, 
in the standard FB task, young children find it difficult to overwrite this 
default, and that this is why three-year olds typically settle for a response that 
is incorrect by adult standards. It is widely accepted that something along 
these lines is likely to be true. However, it should be noted that the details of 
this story are, as yet, wide open. There are various ways in which a true-belief 
default might affect the process of attitude ascription, and Leslie et al. adopt a 
rather strong view on the matter, which is a concomitant of their generate-
and-test framework. On their view, the true-belief default acts as an 
unconditional pull towards ascribing true beliefs. What I should like to point 
out is that, when we adopt a multiple-systems approach, as suggested in the 
last paragraph, we are no longer committed to such a strong view, for it could 
well be that the the true-belief default is operative in some systems only. For 
example, if part of the job of ascribing attitudes is done by a relatively 
primitive system for perspective taking, then it would be natural to suppose 
that the workings of this system are not affected by the true-belief default. 
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In the second half of this paper, I argued that the reason that children 
experience more problems with the avoidance FB task than with the standard 
FB task is quite simply that the latter is easier than the former. Since Marr 
(1982), it has become a truism that cognitive psychology should be careful to 
distinguish between what and how: between the tasks that a cognitive system 
excutes and the processes it uses to deal with its tasks. However, truism or 
not, the distinction is often honoured more in the breach than the observance. 
If I’m right, Leslie et al.’s treatment of the avoidance task illustrates this point, 
but I believe it applies more generally, and that much of the research that 
purports to be about cognitive processes is, in point of fact, mainly about task 
requirements. For example, a considerable portion of developmental studies 
on attitude ascription would fall into this rubric. 

The distinction between what and how is also relevant for my last point. As 
I said in the introduction to this paper, although the experimental literature 
provides us with a wealth of facts about how children acquire the art of 
attitude ascription, there is a proportional dearth of theoretical explanations. 
In that sense, we know little more about the ontogenesis of attitude ascription 
than we did three decades ago. Leslie et al. deserve lavish praise for going out 
on a limb and producing a detailed model of attitude ascription. What they 
have been trying to do is precisely what should be done; my criticism was 
merely aimed at how they did it. 
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